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UNCLAS
SUBJ CLN MAINTENANCE OF THE AAU-32/A ALTIMETER ENCODER/PNEUMATIC
ALTIMETER
A. AERS5-HQ MSG 171652Z FEB 76 CMW SAB;
B. AERS5-HQ REQUEST FOR AUTHORIZED ARMY MAINTENANCE;
1. PER REF B CMW THERE IS PRESENTLY NO ARMY DEPOT EQUIPPED OR
AUTHORIZED TO REPAIR THE AAU-32/A;
2. THE DEFECTIVE AAU-32/A SHOULD BE EXPEDITIOUSLY SENT TO YOUR
DEPOT FOR IMMEDIATE RETURN TO THE MANUFACTURER FOR REPAIR UNDER
THE WARRANTY, THIS WARRANTY WILL LAST THROUGH 1977 CMW DEPENDING
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UPON THE DATE OF DOAS ACCEPTANCE OF EACH AAU-32/A;
3. WE RECOMMEND THAT THE STATIC ERROR TEST BE CONDUCTED
BY YOUR GS UNIT MORE THAN ONCE IN ORDER TO INSURE THE ERROR IS NOT
SIMPLY CAUSED BY TEMPERATURE OR DAMPENING GREASE VISCOSITY PRIOR
TO RETURN TO MANUFACTURER;
4. IT IS NOT UNUSUAL FOR THE AAU-32/A TO HAVE A CONFUSING READING IN
THE 500 TO 1000 FOOT REGION, A SLIGHT INCREASE OR DECREASE IN
ALTITUDE MOVES THE POINTER AND COUNTERDRUMS OUT OF THE POSSIBLE!
AMBIGUOUS AREA;
5. DO NOT REMOVE EITHER OF THE LEAD SEALS IN THE BEZEL OF THE
AAU-32/A AS THAT WILL VOID THE WARRANTY;
ET
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